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We study the choice of k nodes in a social network to seed a diffusion with maximum expected spread size.

Most of the previous work on this problem (known as influence maximization) focuses on efficient algorithms

to approximate the optimal seed sets with provable guarantees, while assuming knowledge of the entire

network. However, in practice, obtaining full knowledge of the network is very costly. To address this gap,

we propose algorithms that make a bounded number of queries to the graph structure and provide almost

tight approximation guarantees. We test our algorithms on empirical network data to quantify the trade-off

between the cost of obtaining more refined network information and the benefit of the added information for

guiding improved seeding policies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Decision-makers in marketing, public health, development, and other fields often have a limited

budget for interventions, such that they can only target a small number of people for the inter-

vention. Thus, in the presence of social or biological contagion, they strategize about where in

a network to intervene — often where to seed a behavior (e.g., product adoption) by engaging

in an intervention (e.g., giving a free product) [9, 22, 24, 28, 33, 43]. The influence maximization

literature is devoted to the study of algorithms for finding a set of k seeds so as to maximize

expected adoption, given a known network and a model of how individuals are affected by the

intervention and others’ adoptions [22]. However, finding the best k seeds for many models of

social influence is NP-hard, as shown by Kempe, Kleinberg and Tardos [33]. Much of the subsequent

influence maximization literature is concerned with developing efficient approximation algorithms

with theoretical guarantees to make use of desirable properties of the influence function such as

submodularity [17, 57].

With few exceptions [46, 60], the seeding strategies that are studied in the influence maximization

literature require explicit and complete knowledge of the network. However, collecting the entire

network connection data can be difficult, costly, or impossible. For example, in development

economics, public health, and education, data about network connections is often acquired through

costly surveys (e.g., [8, 13, 14, 50]). Indeed, to reduce the cost of such surveys a few seeding strategies

have been proposed to avoid collecting the entire network information by relying on stochastic

ingredients, such as one-hop targeting, whereby one targets random network neighbors of random

individuals [14, 18, 36]. Moreover, such methods have the advantage of scalability, since they can be

implemented without mapping the entire network. This is particularly important in online social

networks with billions of edges, where working with the entire contact lists might be impractical.

Although the importance of influence maximization with partial network information has been

noted and there are a few papers considering this problem, none of these previous work comes

with provable quality guarantees for general graphs.

In this work, we address the problem of influence maximization using partial information of

the network which has attracted attention recently [45, 46, 54, 60]. We enhance the theoretical
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foundations of what is achievable in this context by proposing two models of querying the graph

structure.

In the first model (Section 3), we assume random access to graph edges by probing the nodes.

Each node reveals its incident edges with probability p, which is the same as the independent

cascade probability along each edge. Accessing the graph information by performing edge queries

is a common technique in sublinear time algorithms that provide an output after inspecting a small

portion of their input [2, 3, 15, 23, 30]. In the second model (Section 4), each query consists of a

spread whereby a signal node is seeded and the identities of the resultant adopters is observed. With

both models, we propose algorithms that provide almost tight approximation guarantees for seeding

with upper-bounds on the number of queries. In Section 5, we explain how our bounded-query

framework can be applied to quantify the value of network information for seeding with costly

network information. We provide concluding remarks, and a discussion of the open problems and

future directions in Section 6. The detailed proofs are provided in Appendix A. We present all of

our results for the case of symmetric influences (in an undirected graph with the same cascade

probability p on all the edges). In Appendix B, we discuss the extension of our results to asymmetric

influences with weighted, directed graphs. In Appendix C, we discuss the extension of our results

to other diffusion models, beyond independent cascade.

1.1 Related work
Motivated by the difficulties of acquiring complete network data, we are interested in influence

maximization methods that do not make explicit use of the full graph. Such methods have roots in

applied work — for vaccination [21] and sensing [19], in addition to seeding. One approach that

has received substantial attention is a “one-hop” strategy (sometimes called “nomination” [36] or

“acquaintance” targeting [14, 21]) that selects as seeds the neighbors of random nodes; this exploits

a version of the friendship paradox that whereby the friend of a random individual is expected to

have more friends than a random individual [40]. For example, Kim et al. [36] report on the results

of field experiments that target individuals for delivery of public health interventions. They argue

that that one-hop targeting (whereby a random individual nominates a friend to be targeted) leads

to increased adoption rates, compared with random or in-degree targeting. Some other empirical

work has been less encouraging ([18], cf. [39]). While there are results about how these short

random walks affect the degree distribution of selected nodes [38], one-hop seeding currently lacks

any theoretical guarantees under models of contagion. Furthermore, given the collection of data

about the network neighborhoods of k nodes, it is natural to consider whether this data can be

more effectively used than just locally taking a random step, ignoring data collected from the other

k − 1 neighborhoods.
To address the challenges of seeding when obtaining network information is costly, we offer a

framework for influence maximization using a bounded number of queries to the graph structure.

In this framework, we investigate the expected spread size versus the increasing number of queries

as we obtain more information about the network. Recently, other frameworks have been also

proposed to study the trade-off between the cost of seeding and the benefits of faster and further

diffusion, e.g., [1, 44]. We postpone a detailed comparison with these works until Section 5, after

clarifying our modeling assumptions and results.

Particularly relevant to our present study are the recent works on influence maximization for

unknown graphs [45, 46, 54, 59, 60]. Mihara et al. [45] use a biased sampling strategy to greedily

probe and seed nodes with the highest expected degree, given the activated nodes from the previous

step. They later propose to include random flights to improve this heuristic [46]. Stein et al. [54]

explore applications of common heuristics and other known algorithms in scenarios where parts of

the network is completely unobservable. Although simulations of influence spread on synthetic and
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real social networks provide some evidence, none of these results come with provable performance

guarantees in general graphs.

To the best of our knowledge, the only available guarantee for influence maximization with

unknown graphs is due to Wilder et al. [60]. However, they only analyze their algorithm for graphs

that are generated from a stochastic block model. Roughly speaking, they use the outcome of the

queries to estimate the size of each block and choose nodes to seed the largest blocks. Such an

analysis does not apply to general graphs and the techniques that we use to provide performance

guarantees for general graphs are significantly different. They also provide an impossibility result

for general graphs by lower-bounding the required number of node queries. We extend these results

by proposing a complementary setup that addresses edge queries in general graphs.

The main technique at the heart of our results is a sketching to summarize influence functions.

We adopt some high level ideas from [10, 11] and bound the number of queries to the graph

structure for constructing a sketch. The authors in [20] also develop a sketch-based algorithm

for influence maximization to bound the running time, with approximation guarantees. However,

their aim is to design a fast algorithm and they are not concerned with query complexity. Even

though their algorithm serves their purpose, it may require to query all of the edges in the input.

In another related work, Borgs et al. query the graph structure by running reverse spreads and give

a quasi-linear time algorithm for influence maximization [12]. We postpone a detailed comparison

between our work and theirs until Section 4, after clarifying our query model and seeding algorithm.

Our influence maximization guarantees also relate to the recent developments in stochastic

submodular maximization [32], as well as optimization from samples [5, 6]. The key difference

is that in our algorithms we make explicit use of the combinatorial structure of the observed

spreads. This is in contrast with the prior literature [5, 6, 32], where only the sampled values of

the submodular function are observed. Consequently, we are able to the provide guarantees for

arbitrary inputs, and avoid some of the limitation of the optimization from samples [7].

In fact, our results fall in the general category of work that addresses how lack of perfect

knowledge about the spreading process affects the design and performance of seeding strategies.

This question has been studied by researchers from many other angles, including algorithmic

stability and robustness [27, 31]. Some other prior work has focused on uncertainty in spreading

model parameters, for example, by bounding the worst-case performance when the true edge

influence probabilities are constrained to an interval [16]. Others have considered such uncertainties

in dynamic settings [61] or with changing network graph [63].

Learning is another popular approach for influence maximization in uncertain environments

[5, 26, 58]. In online-learning and bandit-based approaches, the seed sets are selected across different

stages and the feedback from the previous stage can be used to guide future seed selections [41].

This is also related to adaptive seeding, where the initial choice of seeds influences what becomes

available for seeding in a followup stage [29, 53]. The ability to seed nodes adaptively makes such

setups incomparable to ours.

1.2 Our contributions
We consider the independent cascade model of social contagion [33] that is fairly well-studied.

In this model, each active agent has a single chance to activate each of its neighboring agents

with probability p, independently at random. Motivated by applications to product and technology

adoption, we refer to activated nodes as adopters. Starting from a set of initial adopters, following

the independent cascade model, the adoption propagates through the network and the process

terminates after a finite number of steps. The k-Influence Maximization, or k-IM problem, refers

to the choice of k initial adopters to maximize the expected number of adoptions. Let L be the

optimum value for this problem. A µ-approximation algorithm outputs a set of k initial adopters to
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guarantee that the expected number of adoptions is at least µL. In this work we assume a query

oracle to the graph structure. We study the k-Influence Maximization problem with limited number

of queries.

In the first model, we consider edge queries. In particular, a query is of the form (v, i) and returns
the i’th edge of node v , where the edges are ordered arbitrarily. One natural question that arises

here is to study the relation between the required number of queries and the cascade probability.

In particular, is it possible to find an approximately optimal seed set using sub-quadratic number of

queries when p is desirably small? We resolve this question by developing a non-trivial, dependent

sampling of the edges of the network that approximately preserves the solution of the k-Influence
Maximization problem.

Theorem (Approximation Guarantee with bounded edge qeries). For any arbitrary 0 <
ϵ ≤ 1, there exist a polynomial-time algorithm for influence maximization that covers (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn
nodes in expectation, using Õϵ (pn2 +

√
pn1.5) queries, where L is the expected number of nodes covered

by the optimum seed set.

To achieve this result, we apply some subsampling and stopping constraints that enable us to

approximately simulate Õ(k) independent realizations of the cascade over the network, using only

Õ(pn2 +√pn1.5) queries. Notice that a single simulation of cascade over the entire network (without

using our subsampling and stopping constraints) requires Ω(pn2) queries. In fact, we show that in

the worst case one needs to query Ω(n2) edges to guarantee that the expected number of covered

nodes is at least a constant fraction of that of the optimum solution. The following theorem states

our claim formally.

Theorem (Lower bound on reqired edge qeries). Let µ be any constant. There is no µ-
approximation algorithm for influence maximization using sub-quadratic number of queries.

In the next step, we present a complementary model of querying the spreading process. In this

model, we assume that we can pay a cost to learn the outcome of a spreading process when a

node is seeded. Accordingly, we learn the identity of the final adopters, but we do not observe

the network edges through which the influence spread. In practical terms, one can seed a random

individual with cheap traceable coupons that she can distribute to the people under her influence,

and so forth. We can then observe the adoption status of the entire network by observing the use

of the coupons. Repeating this process r times we observe r independent outcomes from seeding

r (potentially different) nodes. We refer to this setup as spread query. Note that such queries are

just used to learn the network, i.e., to find a seeding strategy of size k . Interestingly, we show that

running the spreading process Õ(k2) times is enough to provide a k-IM solution with almost tight

approximation guarantees. Notice that the number of queries depends poly-logarithmically on

n, and hence in the case that k is poly-logarithmic, our algorithm only requires poly-logarithmic

number of spread queries to find an almost efficient seeding strategy for the entire network.

Theorem (Approximation Guarantee with bounded spread qeries). For any arbitrary 0 <
ϵ ≤ 1, there exist a polynomial-time algorithm for k-influence maximization that covers (1−1/e)L−ϵn
nodes in expectation using no more than Õϵ (k2) spread queries.

For example on a star, with high probability all of our spread queries are leaves of the star.

However, based on the results of the queries our algorithm finds and seeds the center of the star.

To complement this, we show that an additive loss (e.g., ϵn) is necessary, given o(n) queries.

Theorem (Lower bound on reqired spread qeries). Let µ be an any constant. There is no
µ-approximation algorithm for influence maximization using o(n) spread queries.
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Finally, we test the performance of our bounded-query algorithms on empirical social networks,

and study the trade-off between cost of acquiring network information and benefit of improved

seeding.

2 NOTATION AND SET UP
Consider graph G = (V, E) with the set of nodesV and the set of edges E. Consider a seed set S.
Starting from the seeded agents in S, adoption spreads in graph G according to the independent

cascade model. In this model each agent, upon adoption, has a “one time” chance of converting

each of her non-adopter neighbors. Each conversion is successful with probability p, independently
of others. Given S, for v ∈ V , let ϕ(v,S) be the probability that v adopts when the nodes in S are

seeded. Let Γ(S) = ∑
v ∈V ϕ(v,S) be the value (influence) of the seed set S, which is the expected

number of nodes that adopt if the nodes in set S are seeded.

Definition 1 (k-IM). Given graph G, the k-Influence Maximization (k-IM) problem is to choose
a seed set S ⊂ V , card(S) = k to maximize Γ(S). We use Λ = argmaxS,card(S)=k Γ(S) to denote
any such solution. Moreover, we use L = Γ(Λ) to denote the maximum expected spread size, using an
optimal seed set of size k .

Definition 2 (Approximations). Given graph G, any set of size k , Λα ⊂ V , card(Λα ) = k ,
satisfying Γ(Λα ) ≥ αL is an α-approximate solution to k-IM.

Given the knowledge of graph structure G, submodular maximization algorithms (such as the

simple greedy) guarantee a (1 − 1/e)−approximate solution to k-IM. Here we achieve roughly the

same guarantee using only partial information about the graph G.
In our approach, rather than optimizing the influence function on the original graph we do so

on a subgraph that is properly sampled from the original graph. As its main property, we show

that for the appropriate choice of α and ϵ , an α-approximate solution to k-IM on this subgraph, has

an influence on the original graph that is lower-bounded by αL − ϵn, where L is the optimal value

of k-IM. We can thus achieve similar worst-case guarantees using only partial information about

the network.

3 APPROXIMATION GUARANTEE WITH BOUNDED EDGE QUERIES
In this section we present our edge query model, as well as the algorithm to output an approximate

seed set given the outcome of the edge queries. The main idea is to simulate multiple independent

spreads by querying each node about their edges. The way the queries are organized is by exploring

the extended neighborhoods of nodes. We start from a random set of initial nodes that are fixed

for subsequent steps (Subsection 3.1). We then proceed to probe their neighborhoods by asking

them to reveal their neighbors with probability p, and repeating the same process for the revealed

neighborhoods, etc. (Subsection 3.2). This way we obtain multiple sub-sampled copies of the graph,

each of which corresponds to a cascade starting from the same set of initial nodes (see Figure 1). In

Subsection 3.3, we argue that one does not need to continue probing the extended neighborhood of

an initial node if the size of its connected component is large enough. This is a key observation

because it allows us to upper-bound the total number of edge queries. In Subsection 3.4, we propose

an algorithm to choose k seeds (approximately optimally), based on the outcome of the edge queries.

The crux of the argument is in using the number of initial nodes in the connected components of

each node to infer its value as a potential seed. We also prove our guarantees on the number of

edge queries (Subsection 3.4.1) and the run-time (Subsection 3.4.2).

In Figure 1, we depict an example of three cascades that are obtained through edge queries.

Consider the node that is marked in black. The connected component of the marked node has
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(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 1. Three cascades are depicted in (A) red, (B) orange, and (C) blue. All cascades start from the same
random initial nodes which are marked in the same color as the cascades. The node that is marked in
black scores as high as or higher than other nodes across the three cascades. The dotted sections consist of
unrealized influences and nodes that are not influenced in each cascade.

three initial nodes in 1(A), two initial nodes in 1(B), and one initial node in 1(C). The value of each

connected component is the number of initial nodes in that component. The total value of the

marked node is 1 + 2 + 3 = 6, which is computed by adding the values of all of the components

containing that node. To prevent overlap with already chosen seeds, we set the value of a connected

component to zero if one of its nodes is chosen as a seed. Using these valuations, we can approximate

the greedy algorithm by adding the most valuable node to the seed set.

The hallmark of our analysis is in identifying an auxiliary submodular function Γδ : 2
V → R

to approximate our submodular function of interest Γ : 2
V → R. The approximation is such

that |Γδ (S) − Γ(S)| ≤ ϵn for all seed sets S of size k , with high probability. Here ϵ is the quality
of approximation and it depends on δ , which parameterizes the approximator Γδ . Following the
notation introduced in Definitions 1 and 2, let us use Λδ and Λ to denote the maximizers of Γδ
and Γ with constrained size k . The following Lemma (proved in Appendix A.1) is true for any set

function Γ and its approximator Γδ . It allows us to bound the loss that is incurred from optimizing

Γδ in place of Γ.

Lemma 3. Consider set functions Γδ and Γ that map subsets ofV to R with k-IM optimal values Lδ
and L. Assume that for all seed sets S of size k we have |Γδ (S) − Γ(S)| ≤ ϵn. Then any approximate
solution Λ′δ of k-IM for Γδ , satisfying Γδ (Λ′δ ) ≥ αLδ − βn, also satisfies Γ(Λ′δ ) ≥ αL − (β + (α + 1)ϵ)n.

3.1 Sampling the nodes
Recall our goal is to choose a seed set that (approximately) maximizes the influence function Γ. In
this subsection, we show that we can estimate the value of Γ by choosing a large enough set of

nodes uniformly at random. To begin, fix 0 < ρ < 1 and choose nρ nodes uniformly at random. We

call these the initial nodes and denoted them byVρ . GivenVρ , for any set S ⊂ V we estimate the

value of Γ(S) = ∑
v ∈V ϕ(v,S) by:

Γρ (S) :=
1

ρ

∑
v ∈Vρ

ϕ(v,S)· (1)

To proceed, also define

ρn,kϵ,δ :=
(2 + ϵ)(kδ logn + log 2)

2ϵ2n
·

In the next Lemma, we bound the difference between Γ and Γρ for ρ ≥ ρn,kϵ,δ . The proof is in

Appendix A.2. In the proof, we use a standard concentration argument to control the deviation of

Γρ (S) from Γ(S) for a fixed S, and then a union bound to make the inequality true for any S.
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Lemma 4 (Bounding the sampling loss). Let ρn,kϵ,δ ≤ ρ ≤ 1. With probability at least 1− e−δ , for
all seed sets S of size k we have |Γρ (S) − Γ(S)| ≤ ϵn.

3.2 Probing the neighborhoods
Note that our definition of Γρ in (1) is in terms of ϕ(v,S). The latter can only be computed given

the knowledge of the entire graph. However, with only partial network information we need to

replace ϕ(v,S) by a proper estimate. To this end, we sample the graph edges through a probing

procedure. Consider the nρ initial nodes inVρ . For each initial node, we probe its neighborhood,

keeping the edges with probability p. We then proceed to probe the neighborhoods of the revealed

nodes, etc. We never probe a node more than once and each edge receives at most one chance of

being sampled. The probing stops after a finite number of steps (bounded by n). We repeat this

probing procedure T times and obtain T subsampled graphs that we denote by G(1)ρ , . . . ,G(T )ρ .

We can now estimate ϕ(v,S) using theT copies {G(1)ρ , . . . ,G(T )ρ } as follows. For i = 1, . . . ,T , set

Y (i)(v,S) = 1 if v has a path to S in G(i)ρ , otherwise set Y (i)(v,S) = 0. Our estimate for ϕ(v,S) is

ϕ(T )(v,S) := 1

T

T∑
i=1

Y (i)(v,S)· (2)

We can similarly construct an estimate for the influence function that we want to optimize:

Γ(T )ρ (S) :=
1

ρ

∑
v ∈Vρ

ϕ(T )(v,S)· (3)

To proceed, define

T n,k
ϵ,δ :=

3(δ + log 2)(k + 1) logn
ϵ2

·

Our next result bounds the difference between Γ(T )ρ and Γρ for T ≥ T n,k
ϵ,δ . In the proof, we use

concentration and union bound to ensure that ϕ(T )(v,S) remains close to ϕ(v,S) for all v and S.
The proof details are in Appendix A.3.

Lemma 5 (Bounding the probing loss). Let T ≥ T n,k
ϵ,δ . With probability at least 1 − e−δ , for all

sets S of size k we have |Γ(T )ρ (S) − Γρ (S)| ≤ ϵn.

3.3 Limiting the probed neighborhoods
Here we consider a variation of the probing procedure described in the previous subsection whereby

we stop probing once there are more than a threshold τ nodes in a connected component. Note

that the probing may stop even before hitting τ nodes if no new edges are activated. Limiting the

probed neighborhoods in this manner helps us bound the total number of edges that are used in

our sketch (see Subsection 3.4.1 and Theorem 8). In fact, we show that it is safe to stop probing

when there are τ = τn,kϵ nodes in a connected component, where

τn,kϵ :=
n log(1/ϵ)

ϵk
·

Let us denote theT subsampled graphs obtained through limited probing by G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ . More-

over, let Γ(T )ρ,ϵ be our estimate of the influence function that is constructed based on G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ
in the exact same way as in (2) and (3). This new estimator is, itself, a submodular function since it

can be expressed as sum of coverage functions. Our following result ensures that by optimizing Γ(T )ρ,ϵ
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instead of Γ(T )ρ , we do not loose more than (1 − ϵ) in our approximation factor. The proof follows a

probabilistic argument similar to [10, Lemma 2.4]. The crux of the argument is in constructing a

random set whose expected value on Γ(T )ρ,ϵ is no less than (1 − ϵ) of the optimum on Γ(T )ρ . We do so

by starting from the optimum set on Γ(T )ρ and replacing ϵk of its nodes at random. Taking τ large

enough allows us to show that those nodes whose connections are affected by limiting the probed

neighborhoods belong to a large component — of size τ = τn,kϵ — that is likely to be covered by

one of the ϵk random nodes. The complete proof details are in Appendix A.4.

Lemma 6 (Bounding the loss from limited probing). For 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and 0 < ϵ ≤ 1, consider
the limited probing procedure with the probing threshold set at τ = τn,kϵ . Then any α-approximate
solution to k-IM for Γ(T )ρ,ϵ is an α(1 − ϵ)-approximate solution to k-IM for Γ(T )ρ .

3.4 Influence Maximization on the sampled graph
Algorithm 1, below, summarizes the limited probing approach for performing edge queries on the

input graph. The output is a sketch comprised of theT independent copies G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ that fully

determine the estimator Γ(T )ρ,ϵ .

Algorithm 1: PROBE (ρ,T ,τ )
Input: Query access to graph G
Output: G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ

(1) SAMPLE: Choose nρ nodes uniformly at random and call themVρ .

(2) PROBE: For i form 1 to T , do
(a) Probe every node inVρ by asking them to reveal their neighbors with probability p.

(b) For any revealed neighbor that is not probed before, add the corresponding edge to G(i)ρ,ϵ
and proceed to probe them.

(c) Stop probing if there are nomore new nodes to probe or if the size of the revealed component

exceeds τ .

Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 provide the following appropriate choices of the algorithm parameters for

PROBE (ρ,T ,τ ):

ρ = ρn,kϵ,δ =
(2 + ϵ)(kδ logn + log 2)

2ϵ2n
,

T = T n,k
ϵ,δ =

3(δ + log 2)(k + 1) logn
ϵ2

,

τ = τn,kϵ =
n log(1/ϵ)

ϵk
·

The following theorem (proved in Appendix A.5) combines our results so far (Lemmas 3 to 6)

to show that any α-approximate solution Λ⋆
that we obtain for the k-IM problem on Γ(T )ρ,ϵ , indeed,

satisfies Γ(Λ⋆) ≥ α ′L − ϵ ′n for appropriate choices of α ′ and ϵ ′, providing an approximate solution

to the original k-IM problem on Γ.

Theorem 7 (Bounding the total approximation loss). Consider any 0 < ϵ,α < 1, and fix
ρ = ρn,kϵ,δ and T = T n,k

ϵ,δ . Moreover, let α ′ = α(1 − ϵ) and ϵ ′ = 2(α(1 − ϵ) + 1)ϵ . With probability at

least 1 − 2e−δ , any α-approximate solution to k-IM problem on Γ(T )ρ,ϵ , has value at least α ′L − ϵ ′n on
the original problem.
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In Subsection 3.4.1, we bound the total number of edges that are queried by PROBE (ρ,T ,τ ).
The output of the PROBE algorithm is the set of T copies G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ . From these T copies,

we construct the estimate Γ(T )ρ,ϵ and can, then, use a submodular maximization algorithm to find

a (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)-approximate solution for any ϵ ′ > 0. In Subsection 3.4.2, we describe a fast

implementation of submodular maximization on the sketch (the output of PROBE) that runs in

Õ(pn2 + √pn1.5 + nk) time.

3.4.1 Bounding the total number of edge queries. To proceed define

En,kϵ,p := pτn,kϵ (τn,kϵ − 1)/2, (4)

Cn,k
ϵ,δ := nρn,kϵ,δT

n,k
ϵ,δ

(
En,kϵ,p +

√
δ (τn,kϵ log(n) + logT n,k

ϵ,δ )E
n,k
ϵ,p

)
.

In Theorem 8, we bound the total number of edge queries, denoted by q, in terms of En,kϵ,p and Cn,k
ϵ,δ .

The proof in Appendix A.6 relies critically on how we limit the probed neighborhoods (Subsection

3.3). Roughly speaking, the total number of connected components in the output of PROBE (ρ,T ,τ )
is at most nρT , and each component contains at most τ nodes. Moreover, since each edges is

revealed with probability p, the expected number of edges in each of these components is at most

pτ (τ − 1)/2. Subsequently, concentration allows us to give a high probability upper-bound on the

total number of edges that appear in the output of PROBE (ρ,T ,τ ). We can, similarly, also bound

the total number of edges that are queried but discarded since they have been pointing to already

probed nodes — see step (2-a) of the PROBE algorithm.

Theorem 8 (Bounding the edgeqeries). For ρ = ρn,kϵ,δ ,T = T
n,k
ϵ,δ and τ = τn,kϵ , with probability

at least 1 − 3e−δ the total number of edge queries (q) can be bounded as follows:

q ≤ 2Cn,k
ϵ,δ +

(
2 +
√
2

)
T n,k
ϵ,δ n

√
δ + logT n,k

ϵ,δ ∈ Õϵ,δ (pn2 +
√
pn1.5).

In Appendix A.7, we prove a matching hardness (or rather, impossibility) result to show that, in

the worst case, it is impossible to approximate the problem using o(n2) edge queries for constant p.
To show that there are no µ-approximation algorithms making o(n2) edge queries, we consider an
arbitrary algorithm that makes less that Cµn

2
edge queries, for some constant Cµ that is specified

in Appendix A.7. Our hard example consists of a collection of 9/µ2 cliques of size nµ2/9 each. We

choose 3/µ of these cliques at random and connect them as in Figure 2. With k = p = 1, an optimal

algorithm will seed one of the nodes in the connected cliques and achieves (3/µ)(nµ2/9) = nµ/3
spread size. However, an algorithm that makes less than Cµn

2
queries cannot detect the connected

clique with probability more than µ/3. In Appendix A.7, we show that the expected spread size

from seeding the output of any such algorithm is less than nµ2/3 — a factor µ of the optimum.

Theorem 9. Let µ be any constant. There is no µ-approximation algorithm for influence maximiza-
tion using sub-quadratic number of edge queries.

This result extends the previous result of Wilder et al. [60] that lower-bounds the number of

nodes needed to be queried. Moreover, as opposed to the previous work of Wilder et al. the spread

size in our hard example is linear in the total number of nodes (see Figure 2). This means that

our impossibility result holds even if, for some ϵ ≪ µ, an ϵn additive loss is tolerated. Indeed, the

hard example used in our impossibility result is adversarially tuned to require Ω(n2) queries. In
particular, we set the cascade probability p to 1. Although one can adjust the hard example to work

for smaller constant cascade probabilities, the example fails when p is sub-constant. In fact, in

many realistic applications of the k-IM, the cascade probability is relatively small. For example, if
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Fig. 2. To lower-bound the required number of edge queries, our hard example consists of 9/µ2 cliques, 3/µ
of which are connected in a circle. An algorithm that makes o(n2) edge queries may detect the connected
cliques with probability at most µ/3. The expected performance of any such algorithm is worse than a factor
µ of the optimum.

someone tweets about a product, not all of her tweeter followers are subjected to this influence, or

convinced to buy, or retweet about it.

3.4.2 Bounding the total running time. In this subsection, we provide a fast implementation of our

algorithm for influence maximization on the sampled graph. In fact, we can achieve a running

time that is linear in the number of queried edges. First note that Γ(T )ρ,ϵ is, by definition, a coverage

function, ergo a submodular function. Hence, we can use the randomized greedy algorithm of [47]

to provide a (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′) approximation guarantee. We start with S = ∅ and as in any greedy

algorithm, we only use two types of operations:

• We query the marginal increase of a node v on the current set S , denoted by:

∆(v |S) := Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (S ∪ {v}) − Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (S).
• We choose a node v⋆

with maximal marginal increase and add it to the seed set:

S ← S ∪ {v⋆}.
The only difference is that the search for the nodev⋆

is restricted to a subsetR of size (n/k) log(1/ϵ ′)
that is drawn uniformly at random fromV \ S.

Algorithm 2: SEED (ϵ ′)
Input: The T copies: G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ

Output: Λ⋆
, (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)-approximate solution to k-IM for ΓTρ,ϵ

(1) Find the connected components of G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ .

(2) For every connected component in each of the T copies initialize the current value of

the component equal to the number of sampled initial nodes (belonging toVρ ) in that

component.

(3) Initialize Λ⋆ = ∅.

(4) For i form 1 to k , do
(a) Choose a random subset, R ⊂ V \ Λ⋆

, card(R) = (n/k) log(1/ϵ ′).
(b) For each v ∈ R compute ∆(v |Λ⋆) by adding the current values of the connected

components containing v and set v⋆ = argmaxv ∈R ∆(v |S)
(c) Add Λ⋆ ← Λ⋆ ∪ {v⋆} and set the current value of the connected components con-

taining v⋆
to zero.
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In Algorithm 2: SEED (ϵ ′), we provide efficient implementations for the above operations. Our

implementations are based on the structure of Γ(T )ρ,ϵ , as determined by the T copies, G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ .

First using a graph search (e.g., DFS) we find the connected components of each of theT subsampled

graphs and count the number of initial nodes (belonging toVρ ) in each connected component. We

refer to this count for each connected component as the "value" of that component. The main idea is

that maximizing Γ(T )ρ,ϵ is equivalent to finding a seed set S, such that the total value of all connected

components containing at least one seed is maximized. If a connected component already contains

(i.e., is covered by) some nodes in S, then the marginal increase due to that component should be

zero. This is achieved by setting the value of a component to zero after adding a node from that

component to the seed set S.
Our next result combines our conclusions from Theorems 7 and 8, as well as the analysis of

the performance of fast submodular maximization (randomized greedy) in [47]. The proof is in

Appendix A.8.

Theorem 10. For any arbitrary 0 < ϵ ≤ 1, there exist an algorithm for influence maximization
that covers (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn nodes in expectation in Õϵ (pn2 +

√
pn1.5 + nk) time, using no more than

Oϵ (pn2 +
√
pn1.5) edge queries.

4 APPROXIMATION GUARANTEE WITH BOUNDED SPREAD QUERIES
Here we present a complementary setup to the edge query model of Section 3. In this section, we

assume that we can pay a cost to learn the outcome of a spreading process when a single node is

seeded. Repeating this process gives us independent outcomes from randomly seeding a node. We

refer to this type of query as spread query, and ask how many times we should run the spreading

process with a randomly seeded node to be able to provide a k-IM approximate solution whose

value is at least (1− 1/e)L− ϵn. Our following algorithm outputs one such solution with the desired

guarantee for

ρ = ρn,kϵ =
81k log 6nk

ϵ

ϵ3
,

where ρ is the number of spread queries we make to add one seed. Hence the total number of

spread queries of our algorithm is

rn,kϵ = kρn,kϵ =
81k2 log 6nk

ϵ

ϵ3
·

The main idea is to use the identity of adopters from kρ = Õ(k2) independent cascades to seed k
nodes with optimal approximation guarantees. Nodes that appear most in different cascades are the

best candidates for seeding. For example, in Figure 3 the black node is the only node that appears

in all three cascades, each starting from a random initial node. To prevent overlap with already

chosen seeds, we discard those cascades that intersect with the chosen seeds.
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(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 3. Three cascades are depicted in (A) red, (B) orange, and (C) blue. In each case, the initial node is marked
in the same color as the cascade. The node that appears most across different cascades is marked in black.
The dotted sections consist of unrealized influences and nodes that do not adopt in each cascade.

Algorithm 3: SPREAD (ρ)
Input: Spread query access to graph G with independent cascade probability p
Output: Λ⋆

, approximate seed set of size k with value at least (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn
For i form 1 to k , do

(1) SAMPLE: Choose ρ nodes uniformly at random and call them ui
1
, . . . ,uiρ .

(2) SPREAD: Run the spreading process ρ times, each timewith one of the sampled nodes (uij )

seeded. Call the resultant set of adoptersAi
1
, . . .,Ai

ρ . For any j = 1, . . . , ρ, ifAi
j ∩Λ⋆ , ∅,

set Ai
j = ∅.

(3) SEED: For each node u ∈ V \ Λ⋆
and j = 1, . . . , ρ, set X i

u, j = 1 if u ∈ Ai
j and X

i
u, j = 0,

otherwise. Set X i
u =

∑ρ
j=1X

i
u, j . Choose v

⋆ = argmaxu ∈V\Λ⋆ X i
u . Add Λ⋆ ← Λ⋆ ∪ {v⋆}.

Algorithm 3: SPREAD (ρ) follows [12, Algorithm 1] but is adapted to undirected networks. To

work with directed graphs, the spread queries in [12, Algorithm 1] are performed on the transposed

graphwhere the direction of influences is reversed. Such queries serve their purpose by summarizing

the graph information for fast influence maximization. However, our interest is in queries as a

costly method of acquiring network information. For our purpose, running spread queries in a

transposed graph is hard to motivate since one needs to conceive a mechanism to implement

cascades in reverse (see Appendix B for a discussion of extensions to directed graphs).

By focusing on undirected graphs, we can propose an algorithm for influence maximization

using spread queries on the original graph (as opposed to its transpose). Moreover, by allowing

for an ϵn additive loss in our approximation guarantee, we only need Oϵ (k2 log(n)) = o(n) spread
queries, whereas [12, Algorithm 1] needs Θϵ (kn logn) = ω(n) spreads to achieve the nearly optimal

approximation factor (1− 1/e − ϵ). Achieving an approximation guarantee with the fewer than o(n)
queries is important in our setup where acquiring network information is costly. More recently,

Sadeh et al. [51] provide a significantly improved sample complexity bound of O(kτ logn) if the
diffusion is stopped after τ steps (e.g., in time-constrained applications or small-world networks).

In the next theorem, we formalize our approximation guarantee and bound on the query com-

plexity for Algorithm 3: SPREAD (ρ). The proof is in Appendix A.9. They crux of the argument is

in realizing that with X i
u defined in step (3), (n/ρ)E[X i

u ] is the expected marginal gain form adding

node u to Λ⋆i−1
— the seed set in step i . Therefore, we can approximate one step of the greedy

algorithm by choosing ν⋆ ∈ V \ Λ⋆i−1
to maximize X i

u while using concentration to control the

deviation of X i
u from E[X i

u ].
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Fig. 4. Using f (n) ∈ o(n) spread queries on a graph comprised of a clique of size д(n) =
√
n/f (n) and n −д(n)

isolated nodes, one cannot achieve an approximation factor that is better than o(1).

Theorem 11. For any arbitrary 0 < ϵ ≤ 1, there exist a polynomial-time algorithm for influence
maximization that covers (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn nodes in expectation in Õϵ (nk2) time, using no more than
81k2 log(6nk/ϵ)/ϵ3 ∈ Õ(k2) spread queries.

Next we show that an additive loss on the quality of the solution is inevitable with o(n) spread
queries in the worst case. The proof details are in Appendix A.10. Our hard example consist of a

graph with a small clique and many isolated nodes (see Figure 4). In such a structure, using o(n)
spread queries one cannot achieve better than an o(1) approximation factor. The hard example used

in this impossibility result is similar to that of Wilder et al. [60, Theorem 1]; however, with a more

careful analysis, we improve their O(n1−ϵ ) bound to o(n).

Theorem 12. Let µ be any constant. There is no µ-approximation algorithm for influence maxi-
mization using o(n) spread queries.

5 THE VALUE OF NETWORK INFORMATION: JUST A FEW QUERIES
We can study the value of network information by considering how the expected spread size

from seeding the output of our algorithm increases with increasing number of input queries.

Our simulations of spread sizes with increased queries on real networks indicate the existence of

an inflection point, whereby the first few queries improve the performance significantly before

hitting a plateau — Figures 6C and 7A. Therefore, we can extract the benefits of the network

(A) (B)

Fig. 5. (A) The degree distribution of the University of Pennsylvania Facebook social network with 41, 536

nodes, average degree 65.59, and a total of 1, 362, 220 edges (B) The connections between the one hundred
highest degree nodes in this network
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(B) nρ = 10
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(C) nρ = 100
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(D) nρ = 100

Fig. 6. The spread sizes from seeding the output of Algorithm 2 applied to the University of Pennsylvania
Facebook social network. To estimate the influence of each output seed set, we average the spread sizes
over 500 independent cascades with p = 0.01. To generate the T copies G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G

(T )
ρ,ϵ that are input to

Algorithm 2, we run Algorithm 1 (PROBE) starting from nρ initial nodes (randomly chosen). We test the
performance for two values of nρ = 10, (A and B), and nρ = 100, (C and D). We varyT over a logarithmic scale:
T = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 24, 30. Note that the T = 0 case corresponds to random seeding (using no
network information at all). For each T , we run the PROBE Algorithm 50 times to generate 50 random inputs
for Algorithm 2. The vertical axes show the mean spread sizes and confidence intervals that are computed
over the 50 outputs of Algorithm 2 for each T . Figures (A) and (C) show the performance with increasing T
for 10 and 100 initial nodes, respectively. Their top axes show the average number of revealed nodes that is
computed over the 50 random inputs for each T . Figures (B) and (D) show the mean spread sizes versus the
average number of nodes (top axis) and edges (bottom axes) that are revealed in the input at each T .

information using just a few spread queries. We present our simulation results on the University

of Pennsylvania Facebook social network (Figure 5) that is the largest network in a dataset of

Facebook social networks in 100 U.S. universities and colleges [55].

In Figure 6, we show the performance of Algorithms 1 and 2 (PROBE & SEED) on the University

of Pennsylvania Facebook social network. Running the PROBE algorithm with higher values of T
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(B)

Fig. 7. (A) The spread sizes over the University of Pennsylvania Facebook social network (p = 0.01) from
seeding the output of Algorithm 3 with different number of spread queries in the input (the query cost). The
mean spread sizes and their confidence intervals are computed over 50 executions of the algorithm at each
query cost. For each seed set that the algorithm outputs, we run the spread 500 times to estimate its influence
(expected spread size). In (B) we assume a cost cs = 10 per seed and another cost cq = 1 per query, as well as
a revenue r = 0.1 per each adopter. The vertical axis shows the mean profits and confidence intervals that are
computed from 50 executions of the algorithm at each query cost. Note that the maximum expected profit is
achieved at k = 4 with 44 spread queries.

leads to discovery of more nodes and edges from the social network. The top and bottom horizontal

axes in Figures 6B and 6D show the average number of nodes and edges that are revealed in the

input for different values ofT , with 10 and 100 initial nodes respectively. The vertical axes show the

mean spread sizes from seeding the output of Algorithm 2 for eachT using 50 random inputs. Recall

that each input is a set of T probed samples G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ that is obtained through Algorithm

1. The output performance improves with increasing T , since with more nodes and edges that

are revealed from the social network, the output seed set can be better optimized; nevertheless,

there are diminishing returns to the increasing network information. It is worth noting that the

randomness in the algorithm output also decreases with the increasing network information in

the input. There are two sources of randomness in the algorithm’s output: T < ∞ and ρ < 1. The

output variance for large T remains non-vanishing in Figure 6A; however, increasing the number

of initial nodes, i.e. the size of the sample setVρ in Subsection 3.1, from 10 nodes in Figure 6A to

100 nodes in Figure 6C allows us to remove the remnant randomness from the algorithm output at

large T .
In Figure 7, we show themean spread sizes from seeding the output of Algorithm 3with increasing

number of input queries. Figure 7A shows that there are diminishing returns to increasing queries,

and we can extract the benefits of complete network information using just 200 spread queries:

With enough information, the mean spread size from seeding the output of the algorithm saturates

at the complete-information (deterministic) greedy algorithm output, and acquiring more network

information does not improve the performance beyond that. The number of queries before each

graph hits its inflection point is higher for larger seeds sets; however, in general, one can extract
the benefits of complete network information with just a few queries. Subsequently, if we assume a

cost for each seeded node and another cost for running each spread query, as well as a revenue per

each unit spread, then there is a number of queries that is profit maximizing for a given number of
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seeds (Figure 7B). In Figure 7B, the maximum expected profit at k = 4 is achieved with 44 queries

and it dominates the optimum for other smaller or larger seed sets (k = 2 or k = 10).

Akbarpour et al. [1] show that seeding k + x nodes at random (using no information about the

network) for some x = ω(1) is enough to outperform the optimum spread size with k nodes, as the

network size increases (n →∞). They conclude that the benefits of acquiring network information

to identify the optimal k seeds may be offset by seeding a few more nodes at random (without

using any network information). Comparing the k = 10 and k = 2 plots in Figure 7A reinforces this

conclusion: The benefit of the added information is less for larger seed sets. On the one hand, we

complement the results of [1] by measuring the required number of queries to guarantee the same

expected cascade sizes that is efficiently achievable using full knowledge of the network structure.

Indeed, in our framework, we can make this trade-off explicit by seeding more nodes and reducing

the number of queries to keep the performance fixed. On the other hand, the results of [1] are

average-case over the random graph inputs and limited to cases where the cascade size is greater

than o(n). However, our algorithms have the guaranteed performance over arbitrary graph inputs

with any cascade size.

In another related work, Manshadi et al. [44] study a model of spread where individuals contact

their neighbors independently at random, and each contact leads to an adoption with some fixed

probability. The contacts occur repeatedly; therefore, every cascade eventually spreads to the entire

population. They characterize the time to reach a fraction of adopters as well as the contact cost

(number of contacts made), in a random graph with a given degree distribution. They also propose

optimal seeding strategies that only use the degree information. However, this model is not directly

comparable to the influence maximization setup that we study. In our model, the realization of the

influences is random and adoption spreads only through the realized edges. For us, the objective is

to maximize the expected spread size and the incurred cost is in acquiring information about the

influence structure (who influences whom).

6 DISCUSSION, OPEN PROBLEMS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We consider the problem of choosing the k most influential nodes under the independent cascade

model and using partial network information. We propose two natural ways of querying the graph

structure: (i) by accessing an unordered adjacency list of the input graph — edge queries, (ii) by

observing the identity of the adopter nodes when a single node is seeded — spread queries. In

each case, we provide polynomial-time algorithms with almost tight approximation guarantees

using a bounded number of queries to the graph structure (Theorems 10 and 11). We also provide

impossibility results to lower bound the query complexity and show tightness of our guarantees

(Theorems 9 and 12). Finally, we show the utility of the bounded-query framework for studying

the trade-off between the cost of acquiring more network information and the benefit of increasing

the spread size. Results that address the problem of seeding with partial network information are

nascent and we foresee many directions for future research in this area.

Theorem 12 implies that with o(n) edge queries an additive loss is inevitable in the edge query

model. An interesting open problem is to provide a better result when edge queries exceed o(n);
either showing that the ϵn additive loss is unavoidable, even with the increased number of edge

queries, or an algorithm that avoids it. Another interesting open problem is to provide tight lower

bounds on the query complexity of the spread query model. An Ω(k) lower bound is easy to show —

for a hard example consider a collection of k stars of size n/k each. We speculate that a lower-bound

closer to k2 is plausible but the proof would involve significant new ideas. We presented all of our

results for the independent cascade model over undirected graphs with the same cascade probability

(p) on every edge. In Appendix B, we discuss the extension of our results to the case of asymmetric

influences (directed, weighted graphs). In Appendix C, we explain how our techniques can be
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applied to other commonly posited models of diffusion, and in particular, provide the following

extension to the linear threshold model of Kempe et al. [35]:

Theorem 13. For any arbitrary 0 < ϵ ≤ 1, there exist a polynomial-time algorithm for influence
maximization under the linear threshold model that covers (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn nodes in expectation in
Õϵ (nk2) time, using no more than 81nk2 log(6nk/ϵ)/ϵ3 ∈ Õ(nk2) edge queries.

It is possible to provide tighter approximation guarantees or better query bounds by assuming

that the inputs follow a known distribution. For example, Wilder et al. [60] propose an algorithm for

stochastic block model inputs, and it consists of taking a random sample of T nodes and exploring

their extended neighborhoods in R steps of a random walk. The outcome of the random walks is

used to estimate the block sizes of each of the T nodes, and this is achieved by revealing no more

than TR = O(log6 n) nodes. The k seeds are then selected from the initial T samples, such that the

k largest blocks are seeded uniformly at random.

In our queries we make use of the spread process, over which we optimize. Specifically, our

queries depend on the independent cascade probability p. In practice, the spread process may not

be available for querying the influence structure. For example, if a person is asked to reveal her

influencers (during an edge query), she may reveal them with a probability p ′ that is different
from the cascade probability p. Similarly, coupons (during a spread query) may have a different

cascade probability p ′ compared to the seeds, whose locations we want to optimize. Therefore, it

is interesting to know how the discrepancy between the parameter of the query method p ′ and
the independent cascade probability p affects the influence maximization performance. One may

offer new approximation guarantees that either depend explicitly on |p − p ′ |, or hold true when

this difference is bounded (|p − p ′ | < ϵ). Such results can complement the prior literature on stable

and robust influence maximization (cf. [27, 31]).

Another venue for future work is to explore other ways of querying the graph structure. We

can draw inspiration from the graph sampling literature (cf., e.g., [42, 49, 62]) to devise new query

methods. Accordingly, one would like to obtain subsampled graphs that preserve enough network

information for performing influence maximization in a satisfactory manner. We are particularly

interested in queries that reveal the realization of influences over time. One can use the temporal

data to complement the influence information. This is especially relevant in practice, where a slow

reaction time can compromise the influence of an otherwise well-positioned node and decision-

makers have preferences for earlier, rather than later, adoption [43].

A PROOFS
A.1 Proof of Lemma 3
Starting with an approximate solution satisfying Γδ (Λ′δ ) ≥ αLδ − βn on the one hand, we have

Γ(Λ′δ ) + ϵn ≥ Γδ (Λ′δ ), (5)

since |Γδ (Λ′δ ) − Γ(Λ
′
δ )| ≤ ϵn.

On the other hand, consider Λδ and Λ, which are the optimum seed sets for Γδ and Γ, respectively.
By assumption we have Γδ (Λ′δ ) ≥ αΓδ (Λδ ) − βn, and since, by optimality of Λδ for Γδ , Γδ (Λδ ) ≥
Γδ (Λ), we get

Γδ (Λ′δ ) ≥ αΓδ (Λ) − βn ≥ αΓ(Λ) − (β + αϵ)n (6)

where, in the last inequality, we have again invoked the |Γδ (Λ) − Γ(Λ)| ≤ ϵn property. The proof is

complete upon combining (5) and (6) to get that

Γ(Λ′δ ) ≥ αΓ(Λ) − (β + (α + 1)ϵ)n.
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A.2 Proof of Lemma 4
Fix a seed set S and let

(2 + ϵ)(δ ′ + log 2)
(2nϵ2) ≤ ρ ≤ 1.

We use a Hoeffding-Bernstein bound to claim that with probability at least 1 − e−δ ′ we have��Γρ (S) − Γ(S)�� ≤ ϵn. (7)

Let Xv be the random variable that is zero if v is not inVρ and ϕ(v,S) otherwise. Consider their
summation and note that

∑
v ∈V

Xv =
∑
v ∈Vρ

ϕ(v,S) = ρΓρ (S) .

Hoeffding-Bernstein inequality [56, Lemma 2.14.19] provides that

P


������ 1nρ ∑

v ∈Vρ
ϕ(v,S) − 1

n
Γ(S)

������ ≥ ϵ

 = P
[��Γρ (S) − Γ(S)�� ≥ ϵn

]
≤ 2 exp

(
− 2nρϵ2

2σ 2

n + ϵ∆n

)
, (8)

where ∆n = maxv ∈V ϕ(v,S) −minv ∈V ϕ(v,S) ≤ 1 and

σ 2

n =
1

n

∑
v ∈V

(
ϕ(v,S) − 1

n
Γ(S)

)
2

=
1

n

∑
v ∈V

ϕ(v,S)2 −
(
1

n
Γ(S)

)
2

≤ 1

n

∑
v ∈V

ϕ(v,S) −
(
1

n
Γ(S)

)
2

= ℓ − ℓ2 ≤ ℓ ≤ 1.

In the last equality, we used the notation ℓ := (1/n)∑v ∈V ϕ(v,S) = (1/n)Γ(S). The bound in (8)

subsequently simplifies

P
[��Γρ (S) − Γ(S)�� ≥ ϵn

]
≤ 2 exp

(
−2nρϵ

2

2 + ϵ

)
.

Using nρ ≥ (2 + ϵ)(δ ′ + log 2)/2ϵ2, we get that for all δ ′ > 0

P
[��Γρ (S) − Γ(S)�� ≥ ϵn

]
≤ 2 exp(−(δ ′ + log 2)) = e−δ

′
. (9)

To complete the proof we use a union bound to claim that (7) holds for all choices of the seed

set S simultaneously. To claim a union bound over all

(n
k

)
choices of the seed sets S, it suffices to

choose δ ′ = kδ logn in (9).
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A.3 Proof of Lemma 5
Consider Γ(T )ρ (S) = (1/ρ)

∑
v ∈Vρ ϕ

(T )(v,S) for a fixed S ⊂ V . By Chernoff bound to ϕ(T )(v,S) =
1/T ∑T

i=1 Y
(i)(v,S), we get that:

P
[���ϕ(T )(v,S) − ϕ(v,S)��� > ϵ

]
≤ 2 exp(−ϵ2T /3).

Using T = T n,k
ϵ,δ , by union bound over the choice of

(n
k

)
seed sets S ⊂ V , card(S) = k , and n nodes

v ∈ V , we obtain that:

P
[���ϕ(T )(v,S) − ϕ(v,S)��� > ϵ, for all S and v

]
≤ 2 exp(−δ − log 2) = e−δ .

The proof is complete upon considering the summation over v ∈ Vρ :

P
[���Γ(T )ρ (S) − Γρ (S)

��� ≤ ϵn, for all S
]
=

P


������ ∑
v ∈Vρ

ϕ(T )(v,S) −
∑
v ∈Vρ

ϕ(v,S)

������ ≤ ϵnρ, for all S
 ≥

P
[���ϕ(T )(v,S) − ϕ(v,S)��� ≤ ϵ, for all S and v

]
≥ 1 − e−δ .

A.4 Proof of Lemma 6
Following the notation in Definition 1, let us use Λ(T )ρ and L(T )ρ to denote the maximizer of Γ(T )ρ

and its maximal value subject to the size constraint (card(Λ(T )ρ ) = k). Similarly, let us denote the

optimal solution to k-IM on Γ(T )ρ,ϵ and its value by Λ(T )ρ,ϵ and L
(T )
ρ,ϵ , respectively. Moreover, following

Definition 2, let us use Λα,(T )
ρ and Λα,(T )

ρ,ϵ to denote the α-approximate solutions to k-IM on Γ(T )ρ and

Γ(T )ρ,ϵ , respectively. Our goal is to show that any Λα,(T )
ρ,ϵ is also Λα (1−ϵ ),(T )

ρ .

It is useful to think of G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ as subgraphs of G(1)ρ , . . . ,G(T )ρ . An immediate consequence

of this observation is that for any set of nodes S, we have Γ(T )ρ (S) ≥ Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (S). We call the imaginary

process whereby G(i)ρ,ϵ is obtained after removing some nodes and edges from G(i)ρ an ϵ-cutting, and

subsequently, we refer to G(i)ρ,ϵ and G(i)ρ as the cut and uncut copies, respectively. Finally, it is also

useful to define ϕ(T )ϵ (v,S) in the exact same way as (2) but using the ϵ-cut copies G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ .

The proof follows [10, Lemma 2.4] closely. In particular, we first note that it suffices to show the

existence of a set L, card(L) = k satisfying Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (L) ≥ (1 − ϵ)L(T )ρ . Because if there exists such a set

L, then for any α-approximate solution Λα,(T )
ρ,ϵ we can write (recall ∀SΓ(T )ρ (S) ≥ Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (S)):

Γ(T )ρ

(
Λα,(T )
ρ,ϵ

)
≥ Γ(T )ρ,ϵ

(
Λα,(T )
ρ,ϵ

)
≥ αΓ(T )ρ,ϵ

(
Λ(T )ρ,ϵ

)
≥ αΓ(T )ρ,ϵ (L) ≥ (1 − ϵ)αL(T )ρ ,

implying that Λα,(T )
ρ,ϵ is also Λα (1−ϵ ),(T )

ρ . To show the existence of such a set L we use a probabilistic

argument by constructing a random set L, satisfying E
{
Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (L)

}
≥ (1 − ϵ)L(T )ρ . The set L is

constructed is as follows: Starting from Λ(T )ρ , remove ϵk nodes randomly, and replace them with ϵk
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nodes chosen uniformly at random fromV . To see why E
{
Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (L)

}
≥ (1 − ϵ)L(T )ρ , consider

L(T )ρ =
1

ρ

∑
v ∈Vρ

ϕ(T )
(
v,Λ(T )ρ

)
, and E

{
Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (L)

}
=

∑
v ∈Vρ

E
{
ϕ(T )ϵ (v, L)

}
.

The inequality, E
{
Γ(T )ρ,ϵ (L)

}
≥ (1 − ϵ)L(T )ρ , would follow if for any node v ∈ V we have,

E
{
ϕ(T )ϵ (v, L)

}
≥ (1 − ϵ)ϕ(T )(v,Λ(T )ρ ) + ϵ ≥ ϕ(T )(v,Λ(T )ρ ).

It only remains to verify the truth of the former inequality, E
{
ϕ(T )ϵ (v, L)

}
≥ (1− ϵ)ϕ(T )(v,Λ(T )ρ )+ ϵ .

First note that E
{
ϕ(T )ϵ (v, L)

}
represents the probability of node v being connected to one of the

nodes in the random set L averaged over theT copies G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ . Consider each of theT copies

in our uncut sketch, G(1)ρ , . . . ,G(T )ρ , and the connections between nodev and the optimal set Λ(T )ρ in

these uncut copies. If these connections remain unchanged in the ϵ-cut copies G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . . ,G(T )ρ,ϵ , then

with probability at least (1−ϵ) they remain unchanged after ϵk nodes in Λ(T )ρ are randomly replaced.

If, however, any of these connections are affected by the ϵ-cutting, then this is an indication that

v belongs to a connected component of size τn,kϵ . This connected component is large enough to

contain one of the ϵk random nodes of L with probability at least ϵ . Indeed, the probability that

none of the τn,kϵ nodes is chosen is at most ϵ :(
1 − τn,kϵ

n

)ϵk
=

(
1 − log(1/ϵ)

ϵk

)ϵk
≤ e− log(1/ϵ ) = ϵ .

A.5 Proof of Theorem A.5
Following the notation in the proof of Lemma 6 (Appendix A.4), consider any Λα,(T )

ρ,ϵ . Lemma 6

implies that Λα,(T )
ρ,ϵ is also Λ(1−ϵ )α,(T )ρ , as the loss in approximation factor form limited probing

is at most (1 − ϵ). Next note that Lemma 5, together with Lemma 3, implies that for T = T n,k
ϵ,δ

with probability at least 1 − e−δ , the value of Λ(1−ϵ )α,(T )ρ for Γρ can be lower bounded as follows:

Γρ (Λ(1−ϵ )α,(T )ρ ) ≥ (1−ϵ)αLρ −((1−ϵ)α + 1)ϵn. Finally, another application of Lemma 3 with Lemma

4 yields that with at least 1 − e−δ probability, Γ(Λ(1−ϵ )α,(T )ρ ) ≥ (1 − ϵ)αL − 2((1 − ϵ)α + 1)ϵn. The
proof is complete upon combining the preceding statements to geth that, with total probability at

least 1 − 2e−δ , Γ(Λα,(T )
ρ,ϵ ) ≥ (1 − ϵ)αL − 2((1 − ϵ)α + 1)ϵn.

A.6 Proof of Theorem 8
In the first step, we bound the total number of edges used in our sketch, i.e. the T copies G(1)ρ,ϵ , . . .,
G(T )ρ,ϵ . Let us also denote the set of all edges that appear in our sketch by ET . Fix a choice of τ nodes

in one of the copies. Let X be the number of edges between these τ nodes. Note that X is a random

variable and its distribution is fixed by PROBE (ρ,T ,τ ). Using the Chernoff upper-tail and the fact

that E [X] ≤ p
(τ
2

)
, we can upper-bound X as follows:

P
[
X ≥ pτ (τ − 1)/2 + δ ′

√
pτ (τ − 1)/2

]
≤ P

[
X ≥ pE [X] + δ ′

√
pE [X]

]
≤ e−δ

′2/4· (10)
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Recall from (4) that En,kϵ,p = pτ
n,k
ϵ (τn,kϵ − 1)/2. Setting τ = τn,kϵ and

δ ′ = 2

√
δ (τn,kϵ log(n) + logT ) ≥ 2

√
δ log(T

(
n

τn,kϵ

)
),

in (10) is enough to ensure that, by union bound, with probability at least 1 − e−δ for any subset of

size τn,kϵ in all of the T copies, we have X ≤ X , where

X := En,kϵ,p +

√
δ (τn,kϵ log(n) + logT )En,kϵ,p · (11)

Next note that starting from any of the nρ nodes inVρ we never hit more that τ nodes following

the limited probing procedure — see step (2-c) of the PROBE (ρ,T ,τ ) algorithm. Hence, the total

number of components with size τ in our sketch is always less than nρT , and given (11), we can

bound the total number of edges in the T copies by nρTX . More precisely, with probability at least

1 − e−δ , we have:

card(ET ) ≤ nρTX = Cn,k
ϵ,δ

, (12)

where ρ = ρn,kϵ,δ , T = T
n,k
ϵ,δ , τ = τ

n,k
ϵ , and Cn,k

ϵ,δ is defined in (4).

Next note that some edges may have been queried (reported to the surveyor), but not appear

in ET . This can happen for an edge e in a copy G(i)ρ,ϵ as follows: Such an edge would have been

reported by a newly probed node ν to an already probed node u. Since this edge has already got its

one chance of appearing in G(i)ρ,ϵ when u was being probed, it is discarded after being reported as

an edge by ν — see step (2-b) of the PROBE algorithm. We can bound the number of such edges in

each copy as follows. Let A(i)e be the indicator variable for the event that both nodes incident to

edge e are probed; let B(i)e be the indicator that edge e is reported (i.e., queried) on its second chance,

i.e. when the second of the two nodes incident to e is probed. Finally, let C(i)e be the indicator that

edge e is reported when the second of its two incident nodes is probed, conditioned on both of its

incident nodes being probed (i.e., B(i)e conditioned on A(i)e = 1). The edges e for which B(i)e = 1, are

those which are queried but do not appear in G(i)ρ,ϵ . In (12) we bound the total number of edges

belonging to ET , i.e. the edges that are queried and appear in one or more of theT copies. Our next

goal is to provide a complementary bound on

∑
i
∑

e B
(i)
e , thus controlling the total number of edge

queries.

We begin by noting that B(i)e =
∑

e A
(i)
e C(i)e . The indicator variables C(i)e , e ∈ E are i.i.d. Bernoulli

variables with success probability p. Using the Chernoff upper-tail bound, conditioned on the

realizations of A(i)e for all e ∈ E, we have:

P

[∑
e

A(i)e C(i)e ≥ p
∑
e

A(i)e + 2n
√
δ + logT

]

≤ exp

©«−
4n2 (δ + logT )

2

(∑
e A
(i)
e + (n/3)

√
δ + logT

) ª®®¬
≤ exp (−δ − logT ) = 1

T
e−δ , (13)
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where in the last inequality we have used

∑
e A
(i)
e ≤ n2, and

√
δ + logT ≤ n for T = T n,k

ϵ,δ and n

large enough. Union bound over i = 1, . . . ,T provides that with probability at least 1− e−δ , for all i:∑
e

B(i)e =
∑
e

A(i)e C(i)e ≤ p
∑
e

A(i)e + 2n
√
δ + logT . (14)

To proceed, for any edge e , let D(i)e be the indicator of the event that edge e gets at least one

chance to appear in G(i)ρ,ϵ , i.e. at least one of the nodes incident to e are probed. Note that, by

definition, A(i)e ≤ D(i)e for all i and e; hence, replacing in (14) yields:∑
e

B(i)e ≤ p
∑
e

D(i)e + 2n
√
δ + logT , (15)

with probability at least 1 − e−δ , for all i . In the next step, let E(i)e be the indicator of the event that

edge e is reported on its first chance — i.e., the first time that one of its incident nodes is probed.

Note that E(i)e = 1 , e ∈ E, are those edges which are queried and appear in G(i)ρ,ϵ . Hence, from (12)

we have: ∑
i

∑
e

E(i)e = card(ET ) ≤ Cn,k
ϵ,δ , (16)

with probability at least 1−e−δ . Finally, let F (i)e be the indicator of the event that edge e is reported on

its first chance, conditioned on at least one of its incident nodes being probed (i.e., E(i)e conditioned on

D(i)e = 1). By definition, F (i)e are i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with success probabilityp, and E(i)e = D(i)e F (i)e .

Similarly to (13), using a Chernoff lower-tail bound we can guarantee that, with high probability,∑
e E
(i)
e =

∑
e D
(i)
e F (i)e is not much smaller than p

∑
e D
(i)
e . Subsequently, we can upper-bound

∑
e B
(i)
e

in (15) in terms of

∑
e E
(i)
e . These details are spelled out next.

Application of the Chernoff lower-tail bound to

∑
e E
(i)
e =

∑
e D
(i)
e F (i)e , yields:

P

[∑
e

E(i)e =
∑
e

D(i)e F (i)e ≤ p
∑
e

D(i)e − n
√
2 (δ + logT )

]
≤ exp

(
−n

2 (δ + logT )∑
e D
(i)
e

)
≤ exp (−δ − logT ) = 1

T
e−δ ,

where in the second inequality we use

∑
e D
(i)
e ≤ n2. Union bound over i = 1, . . . ,T provides that

with probability at least 1 − e−δ , for all i:

p
∑
e

D(i)e ≤
∑
e

E(i)e + n
√
2 (δ + logT ). (17)

Combing (15) and (17) and taking the summation over i = 1, . . . ,T gives that with probability at

least 1 − 2e−δ : ∑
i

∑
e

B(i)e ≤
∑
i

∑
e

E(i)e +
(
2 +
√
2

)
Tn

√
δ + logT . (18)

To complete the proof, we combine (16) and (18) to get the claimed upper-bound on the total

number of edge queries:

q =
∑
i

∑
e

B(i)e + card(ET ) ≤ 2Cn,k
ϵ,δ +

(
2 +
√
2

)
T n,k
ϵ,δ n

√
δ + logT n,k

ϵ,δ ,

with probability at least 1 − 3e−δ .
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A.7 Proof of Theorem 9
Here, similar to the entire paper, we assume that the algorithm has access to the input graph’s

(unordered) adjacency list, and a query (v, i) asks for the i-th neighbor of node v . In this proof we

set k = 1 and p = 1. Moreover, for simplicity of presentations we assume that 3/µ, 1/µ2, and µ2n/9
are integers. Consider the following two graphs.

• G: This graph consists of 9/µ2 cliques, each of size µ2n/9.
• G ′: This graph is constructed from G via the following random process. We select

3

µ clus-

ters uniformly at random. Then we select one edge from each selected cluster uniformly

at random. Let (v1,u1), (v2,u2), ...(v3/µ ,u3/µ ) be the list of the selected edges. we remove

(v1,u1), (v2,u2), ...(v3/µ ,u3/µ ) and replace them by (u1,v2), (u2,v3), . . . , (u3/µ−1,v3/µ ), (u3/µ ,v1).
Note that this process connects all of the selected clusters while preserving the degree distri-

bution (see Figure 2).

Let Alg be an arbitrary (potentially randomized) algorithm for influence maximization that queries

less than (µ3/27)
(µ2n/9

2

)
edges. Note that with k = 1 an optimum seed on G ′ spreads to µn/3 nodes.

Next we show that the expected spread size form seeding the output of Alg on G ′ is less than
µ2n/3, which means that Alg is not an µ-approximation algorithm. This implies that there is no

µ-approximation algorithm that queries less than (µ3/27)
(µ2n/9

2

)
∈ Oµ (n2) edges as claimed.

We use the run of Alg on G to analyze the run of Alg on G ′. Note that due to symmetric

construction of G we can assume that Alg seeds one of the nodes of G uniformly at random.

Observe that the expected spread size of a random seed in G ′ is

(1 − 3/µ
9/µ2 ) ·

µ2n

9

+
3/µ
9/µ2 ·

3

µ
· µ

2n

9

≤ 2µ2n

9

Moreover, note that the run of algorithm Alg on G and G ′ are the same unless Alg queries one of
the positions (i.e., edges) that we change G to construct G ′. Next we upper-bound the probability

that Alg queries one of the changed edges by µ/3. This implies that the expected spread size is at

most

(1 − µ

3

) · 2µ
2n

9

+
µ

3

· 3
µ
· µ

2n

9

≤ µ2n

3

,

as claimed.

Now we bound the probability that Alg queries one of the changed edges. Let Ai be the random

variable that indicates the number of edges Alg queries from the i’th clique. Recall that by assump-

tion, Alg queries less than (µ3/27)
(µ2n/9

2

)
edges. Hence, we have Ai < (µ3/27)

(µ2n/9
2

)
. Therefore, the

probability that Alg queries a changed position in the i’th clique is less than

µ3

27

(µ2n/9
2

)(µ2n/9
2

) = µ3

27

.

By a union bound over all
9

µ2 cliques we can bound the probability that Alg queries a changed

position by

9

µ2
· µ

3

27

=
µ

3

,

as claimed. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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A.8 Proof of Theorem 10
We first discuss the running time of SEED(ϵ ′). Using a typical graph traversal algorithm (such as

DFS or BFS), we can identify the connected components of all the T copies, in time that is in the

order of the size of ET , i.e. Õ(pn2 +
√
pn1.5), by Theorem 8. To compute ∆(v |S), we go over the

connected component of v in each of the T subsampled graphs and add up their values. These

values are pre-computed for each connected component, and hence this operation takes O(T ) time.

Recall that the value of a connected component is initially set equal to the number of initial nodes,

belonging toVρ , in that component. To add a node v to S, S ← S ∪ {v}, we reset the value of
the connected component of v in each of the T copies to zero. This ensures that if we later pick

another node from these components we do not double count these initial nodes that are already

covered by v . This process can be done in O(T ) = Õ(k) rounds as well. Recall that the submodular

maximization algorithm that we are using makes at most n log(1/ϵ ′) queries to the function Γ(T )ρ,ϵ .

Therefore the total running time of this algorithm is Õϵ ′,ϵ,δ (pn2 +
√
pn1.5 + nk) as claimed.

Next we consider the approximation guarantee of SEED(ϵ ′). Fix ϵ ′ = ϵ/7, δ ′ = log 5 + log(1/ϵ ′),
ρ ′ = ρn,kϵ ′,δ ′ , T

′ = T n,k
ϵ ′,δ ′ , and τ

′ = τn,kϵ ′,δ ′ . Running the Algorithm PROBE (ρ ′,T ′,τ ′), provides access
to the submodular function Γ(T )ρ′,ϵ ′ which has the k-IM optimal solution Λ(T

′)
ρ′,ϵ ′ . Using SEED(ϵ ′), we

obtain an approximate solution of k-IM for Γ(T
′)

ρ′,ϵ ′ in Õ(pn2 + √pn1.5 + nk) time. Call this solution

Λ⋆(T ′)
ρ′,ϵ ′ . The analysis of [47, Theorem 1] implies that

E
[
Γ(T

′)
ρ′,ϵ ′(Λ

⋆(T ′)
ρ′,ϵ ′ )

]
≥ (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)Γ(T

′)
ρ′,ϵ ′(Λ

(T ′)
ρ′,ϵ ′)

= (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)L(T
′)

ρ′,ϵ ′,

where the expectation is with respect to the randomness of the SEED algorithm.

Combing the claims of Theorems 7 and 8 guarantees that with probability at least 1−5e−δ ′ = 1−ϵ ′,
Γ(Λ(T

′)
ρ′,ϵ ′) = L(T

′)
ρ′,ϵ ′ ≥ (1 − ϵ ′)L − 2(2 − ϵ ′)ϵ ′n, and we probe no more than Õ(pn2 + √pn1.5) edges.

Thus the expected number of nodes that are covered by the output of SEED algorithm, Λ⋆(T ′)
ρ′,ϵ ′ , can

be lower bounded as follows:

E
[
Γ(Λ⋆(T ′)

ρ′,ϵ ′ )
]
≥ (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)E

[
L(T

′)
ρ′,ϵ ′

]
≥ (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)(1 − ϵ ′)((1 − ϵ ′)L − 2(2 − ϵ ′)ϵ ′n)
≥ (1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)(1 − 2ϵ ′)L − 4ϵ ′n
≥ (1 − 1/e)(1 − 2ϵ ′)L − (ϵ ′)(1 − 2ϵ ′)L − 4ϵ ′n
≥ (1 − 1/e)L − 7ϵ ′n = (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn,

where the first expectation is with respect to the randomness of both the SEED and the PROBE

algorithms, and the second expectation is with respect to the randomness of the PROBE algorithm.

A.9 Proof of Theorem 11
Recall our notation in the SPREAD algorithm. The output of the algorithm Λ⋆

is a set of k nodes

that are chosen, one by one, in k steps. Let us use Λ⋆i
to denote the first i nodes that are selected

in steps 1 to i . In step i , we choose ρ initial nodes at random to run spread queries. Let us denote

the random initial nodes in step i , by ui
1
, . . . ,uiρ . We use Ai

j to denote the random subset of nodes

that are observed to adopt when uij is seeded. We reset Ai
j to ∅ if it contains any of the i − 1 nodes

selected in the previous steps. We consider the pool of candidates, u ∈ V \ Λ⋆i−1
, and choose the

i-th seed to be the one that appears in the most subsets. To put this in mathematical notation, let
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X i
u, j = 1{u ∈ Ai

j } be the indicator that u belongs toAi
j , and setX

i
u =

∑ρ
j=1X

i
u, j to count the number

of times that u appears in any of the subsets Ai
1
, . . ., Ai

ρ . Subsequently, in step i , we choose

v⋆ = argmax

u ∈V\Λ⋆i−1
X i
u ,

and add it to Λ⋆
.

We analyze the steps of Algorithm 3 and show that for ϵ ′ = ϵ/3 and ρ = ρn,kϵ = 3k log(2nk/ϵ ′)/ϵ ′3,
the output of SPREAD satisfies the desired approximation guarantee. Let us define random variable

N i
u to be the expected number of nodes that are covered by Λ⋆i−1 ∪ {u} but not by Λ⋆i−1

. Note

that the probability that X i
u, j = 1 is equal to N i

u/n. Therefore, we have E[(n/ρ)X i
u ] = E[N i

u ].
Moreover, notice that choosing ν⋆ ∈ V \ Λ⋆i−1

to maximize E[N i
u ] is equivalent to one step of

the greedy algorithm. This is equivalent to choosing ν⋆ ∈ V \ Λ⋆i−1
to maximize E[X i

u ], since
E[(n/ρ)X i

u ] = E[N i
u ].

Next note that due to submodularity, the marginal values only decrease as we add more elements.

Hence, if we stop the algorithm when ∀uE[N i
u ] < ϵ ′n/k , in total we do not loose more than

k(ϵn/k) = ϵn. For the sake of analysis, let us assume that the algorithm stops if ∀uE[N i
u ] < ϵ ′n/k :

This means that the algorithm stops if it selects k seeds or ∀uE[N i
u ] < ϵ ′n/k whichever comes first.

Henceforth, without loss of generality, we assume that maxu E[N i
u ] ≥ ϵ ′n/k which means that we

have E[X i
u ] ≥ ϵ ′ρ/k .

Recall that X i
u is the sum of i.i.d. binary random variables X i

u, j . Hence, by the Chernoff bound

we have

P
[
|X i

u − E[X i
u ]| ≤ ϵ ′E[X i

u ]
]
≤ 2 exp

(
−ϵ
′2E[X i

u ]
3

)
Chernoff Bound

≤ 2 exp

(
−ϵ
′3ρ

3k

)
E[X i

u ] ≥ ϵ ′ρ/k

=
ϵ ′

nk
. ρ =

81k log 6nk
ϵ

ϵ3
=

3k log 2nk
ϵ ′

ϵ ′3

Union bound over all u ∈ V and 1 ≤ i ≤ k provides that with probability at least 1 − ϵ ′,
(1 − ϵ ′)E[X i

u ] ≤ X i
u ≤ (1 + ϵ ′)E[X i

u ] for all u and i . This implies that the seed that our algorithm

selects has marginal increase at least
1−ϵ ′
1+ϵ ′ ≥ 1 − 2ϵ ′ times that of the greedy algorithm. Such

algorithm is called (1 − 2ϵ ′)-approximate greedy in [25] and it is proven to return a (1 − 1/e − 2ϵ ′)-
approximate solution [4, 25, 37]. Therefore, we can bound the expected value of the output solution

of SPREAD (ρ) as follows.

E[Λ⋆] ≥ (1 − ϵ ′)[(1 − 1/e − ϵ ′)L − ϵ ′n]
≥ (1 − ϵ ′)[(1 − 1/e)L − 2ϵ ′n]
≥ (1 − 1/e)L − 3ϵ ′n = (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn.

A.10 Proof of Theorem 12
Pick an arbitrary function f (n) ∈ o(n), and let д(n) =

√
n/f (n). Note that д(n) ∈ ω(1). We show

that an algorithm Alg that makes f (n) spread queries is not µ-approximation. Consider the the

example depicted in Figure 4. We have a clique of size д(n) (on д(n) nodes chosen uniformly at

random) and n − д(n) isolated nodes and we aim to seed one node. One can bound the probability
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(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 8. Three reverse cascades are depicted in (A) red, (B) orange, and (C) blue. All cascades start from the
same random initial nodes which are marked in the same color as the cascades. As the cascades diffuse
in reverse, each node reveals its incoming edges at random. To score the nodes, we count the number of
reachable initial nodes in each cascade and add them up. For example, the node that is marked in black scores
three in the red cascade, two in the orange cascade, and one in the blue cascade. In total, it scores as high as
or higher than other nodes across the three cascades. The dotted sections consist of unrealized influences in
each cascade.

that Alg queries a node from the clique by

1 −
(
1 − д(n)

n

) f (n)
= 1 −

(
1 − д(n)

n

) n
д(n)2
≤ 1 −

(
1 − 1

e

) 1

д(n)
.

Moreover, since д(n) ∈ ω(1) we have 1 −
(
1 − 1

e

) 1

д(n) ∈ o(1). If Alg does not query a node via

spread queries, it seeds one of the nodes of the clique with probability at most
д(n)

n−f (n) = o(1).
Therefore, the expected number of nodes covered by Alg is at most o(1)д(n) + 1, which means that

the approximation factor of Alg is o(1)д(n)+1
д(n) = o(1) as claimed.

B EXTENSION TO ASYMMETRIC INFLUENCES
We presented our results for undirected graphs with a homogeneous cascade probability (p). In
general, the influence graph may be directed and cascade probabilities may differ in each direction

and across the edges. Consider a node v and let Nv be the set of all its incoming neighbors (i.e.,

its influencers). For a directed edge u → v , let puv be the probability of u influencing v . We can

easily extend our results to undirected graphs with heterogeneous cascade probabilities. Note that in
undirected graphs ∀uvpuv = pvu . With heterogeneous cascade probabilities, the spread queries are

performed as before and the adopters are observed. When performing edge queries, the probed

nodes reveal each of their neighbors, with the probability associated that edge. Our bound on the

edge queries would include pmax = maxuv puv instead of p.
We can also extend our results to directed graphs (or even graphs with both directed and

undirected edges). In the case of edge queries, we first modify step (2-a) of the PROBE algorithm,

such that a probed node v reveals each of her incoming neighbors u ∈ Nv , with their associated

probability puv . Two directed edges that are between the same pair of nodes in opposite directions

(u → v andv → u) are distinguished. Therefore, as long as we do not probe a node more than once,

each directed edge will get at most one chance of appearing in G(i)ρ,ϵ . Accordingly, we modify step

(2-b) of the PROBE algorithm as follows: For any revealed neighbor, add the corresponding directed

edge to G(i)ρ,ϵ and proceed to probe the revealed neighbors that are not probed before. In fact, we can

slightly improve our edge query upper-bound in the directed case since every directed edge that is

revealed in step (2-a) of PROBE is added to G(i)ρ,ϵ in step (2-b) of the PROBE algorithm. Subsequently,
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our edge query upper-bound in the directed case consists entirely of the edges that appear in the

sketch and is given by (12): with probability at least 1− eδ no more thanCn,k
ϵ,δ ∈ Õϵ,δ (pn2 +

√
pn1.5)

edges are queried.

When limiting the probed neighborhoods in step (2-c) of the PROBE algorithm, instead of

considering the size of the connected component of an initial node, we count the number of nodes

that are reachable from it (i.e., the size of its realized cone of influence). For example in Figure 8(A),

the reachable set for all of the initial nodes is empty, therefore we proceed to probe the incoming

neighbors until there are no new nodes to probe. In fact, of all the initial nodes in all three cascades

in Figure 8, only the leftmost initial node in Figure 8(B) has a non-empty reachable set that is a

singleton.

Similarly, when scoring the candidates for seeding in steps (2) and (4-b) of the SEED algorithm,

we count the number of reachable initial nodes (belonging to Vρ ) rather than the number of

initial nodes in the candidate’s connected component (see Figure 8). As before, if an initial node is

reachable from any of the chosen seeds, then in step (4-c) of SEED we nullify its value for scoring

the subsequent candidates.

Fig. 9. With o(n) spread query, one is unlikely to discover the center of the directed star network. In such a
case it is impossible to guarantee a µ > 0 approximation factor with fewer than Ω(n) queries.

In contrast, finding an approximately optimal seed set by performing spread queries in a directed

graph is very hard. For example, consider a star graph with n leafs where all of the edges are directed

away from the center toward the leafs (see Figure 9). Assume that the cascade probability on each

edge is 1. In this case, if we query a leaf we only observe an isolated node and hence we need Ω(n)
spread queries to find the center of the star and seed it. In a situation where running reverse spreads

is a plausible way of acquiring network information (e.g., by querying the transposed graph as in

[12]), our algorithm and proofs continue to hold exactly the same. In particular, we can estimate

the marginal increase of a candidate node on the current seed set by counting the number of times

that it has appeared in the output of the queries without any of the currently chosen seeds (i.e., the

number of times that the random initial nodes are reachable from the candidate node but not from

any of the currently chosen seeds). By running enough such queries and choosing the best node at

every step, we can approximate greedy with enough precision as in Algorithm 3 — see also Figure

10 for a relevant illustration.

C EXTENSIONS BEYOND THE INDEPENDENT CASCADE MODEL
Here we explain how a triggering set technique that is proposed in [35] helps us devise queries

in a large class of models, including the linear threshold model. Recall that the influence function
Γ maps a seed set to a positive real number that is the (expected) number of adopters under a

(randomized) model of diffusion. Kempe, Kleinberg, and Tardos [33–35] — through a conjecture

that is positively resolved by Mossel and Roch [48] — identify a broad class of threshold models for

which the influence function is non-negative, monotone, and submodular. Influence maximization

in such models can be solved to within a (1 − 1/e) approximation guarantee, following a natural

greedy node selection algorithm.
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(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 10. Some diffusion processes can be reduced to a triggering set model; whereby, after randomly drawing
a triggering set from among her neighbors, a node becomes active if any of the nodes in her triggering set are
active. In such models, we can devise queries by having a probed node reveal a random realization of her
triggering set, and then proceeding to probe the revealed nodes. In the case of the linear threshold model, the
triggering sets are either empty or a singleton chosen randomly according to the edge weights. The reverse
cascades in (A), (B) and (C) show three queries where the nodes sequentially reveal their triggering sets,
starting form a random initial node. The black node appears in the output of all three “reversed cascades”,
and therefore scores the highest as a seed candidate.

In a general threshold model, each nodev has an activation function fv and a threshold θv ∈ [0, 1].
The activation function maps subsets of neighbors of v to a real number between zero and one.

Node v becomes an adopter at time t if fv (Av,t−1) ≥ θv , whereAv,t−1 ⊂ Nv is the set of all active

(adopter) neighbors of node v . Approximate influence maximization with deterministic thresholds

is known to be very hard (cf., e.g., [35, Section 3.2] and [52]). To avoid the intractable settings,

Kempe et al. consider a randomized model where thresholds are i.i.d. uniform [0, 1] variables.
Mossel and Roch show that if the “local” activation functions fv are submodular, then the “global”

influence function Γ is also submodular and influence maximization can be achieved with strong

approximation guarantees [48, Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.7]. In the special case of the linear
threshold model, each node v is influenced by its incoming neighbours u ∈ Nv according to their

edge weights buv . Nodev becomes an adopter at time t if the total weight of her adopting neighbors
exceeds her threshold, i.e. if fv (Av,t−1) =

∑
u ∈Av,t−1 buv ≥ θv .

At the heart of the proofs of Kempe et al. [33, 35] lie a triggering set technique. Accordingly, each

node v chooses a random subset of its incoming neighbors, which we call its triggering set and

denote it by Tv ⊂ Nv . Node v becomes an adopter at time t if any of the nodes in Tv is an adopter

at time t − 1. The distribution according to which the triggering sets are drawn is determined by

the diffusion model. However, not all diffusion processes can be reduced to a triggering set model.

For those that do, their influence function is guaranteed to be submodular [35, Lemma 4.4].

For example, in the independent cascade model, the triggering set Tv includes each of the

neighborsu ∈ Nv with probability puv , independently at random. In the case of the linear threshold

model, Kempe at al. [35] devise the following construction, assuming

∑
u ∈Nv buv ≤ 1: The triggering

set Tv is comprised of a single node or no nodes at all. For u ∈ Nv , the probability that Tv = {u} is
equal to buv , and Tv = ∅ with probability 1 −∑

u ∈Nv buv .
For diffusion processes that can be cast as a triggering set model, we can implement queries by

having the probed nodes reveal their triggering sets, and proceeding to probe the revealed nodes.

Starting form random initial nodes, each triggering set corresponds to a batch of directed edges that

are incoming to the probed node. We can use the number of reachable initial nodes to implement

an approximate greedy heuristic as described in Appendix B — see Figure 10. One needs to analyze

the specific diffusion process and the triggering distributions to provide approximation guarantees

using a bounded number of queries.
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In the particular case of the linear threshold model, the proof of Theorem 11, and its adaptation

to directed graphs in Appendix B, continue to hold with little change. Using k batches of ρ reversed

cascades, we can provide an approximate k-IM solution for the linear threshold model over directed

graphs. At each stage we choose ρ initial nodes at random and implement ρ cascades in reverse. In

each reversed cascade, we start from the initial node, reveal her triggering set, and then proceeding

to probe the node that is revealed in the triggering set, etc. After each batch of ρ reversed cascades,

we choose the node that appears the most number of times, discarding those cascades that include

the already chosen seeds. Following Theorem 11, we can provide a (1 − 1/e)L − ϵn approximation

guarantee, by running kρ = 81k2 log( 6nkϵ )/ϵ3 reversed cascades.

To bound the number of edge queries, recall that each triggering set in the linear threshold

model consists of at most a single node. Hence, each reversed cascade corresponds to a path of

length at most n — see Figure 10. Therefore, we can bound the total number of queried edges by

nkρ = 81nk2 log( 6nkϵ )/ϵ3. In Theorem 13, we state how our results translate to the case of k-IM
with the linear threshold model over directed graphs.
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